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Abstract

The LHC beam commissioning in 2015 will be based
on the experience accumulated during Run 1 and on sce-
narios further developed during LS1. On the other hand,
the operation at higher energies and with different bunch
spacing will pose new challenges and will require addi-
tional measurements to be carried out in earlier commis-
sioning phases. The commissioning plans for the first
months of operation, until the establishment of first sta-
ble collisions, are discussed and the required key measure-
ments with beam are presented. The additional require-
ments for systems that underwent significant upgrades or
changes during LS1 are also taken into account.

INTRODUCTION

At the start-up of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in
2015 after the Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) the setup of the first
“stable beams” at energies close to 7 TeV will represent
an important beam commissioning milestone. This is the
machine mode when the LHC experiments are allowed to
be fully switched ON and to acquire data from collisions.
This condition is met when, amongst others, the machine
protection validation is completed for all configurations of
the operational cycle. Indicatively, two months of beam
time are allocated in the 2015 LHC schedule until first sta-
ble beams [1].

The validation of a machine configuration entails a
lengthy series of measurements that culminate with the
complete set of loss maps and asynchronous dump tests
to demonstrate that the machine elements, as well as the
experiments, are protected for the relevant loss and failure
cases. If this validation is successful, the following com-
missioning step consists in the beam intensity ramp-up un-
til the maximum number of bunches is achieved. Other-
wise, key parameters such as aperture andβ∗, collimator
settings, crossing angles for an assumed emittance, have to
be reviewed.

It is crucial that these key parameters are finalized in the
first commissioning phase, before proceeding with the in-
tensity ramp-up: later adjustment of beam and machine pa-
rameters would be very costly in terms of commissioning
time and should be avoided. Thus, one important goal of
the initial commissioning is to make the necessary mea-
surements to ensure that, within the given uncertainties, an
adequate set of key parameters is chosen. An optimum
trade off between peak performance and commissioning
risk must be found, taking into proper account the opera-

Figure 1: Illustrative view of the 2015 commissioning strat-
egy. Beam commissioning with individual bunches is fol-
lowed by an intensity ramp-up before achieving a period of
stable physics operation without further modifications of
the number of bunches. The proposal of changingβ∗ after
a period in physics is envisaged.

tion experience of the LHC Run 1 and the uncertainties for
the post LS1 conditions (e.g., beam energy, 25 ns spacing,
electron cloud, etc.). While it is clear that some limita-
tions can only become apparent at high intensity, we pro-
pose a set of measurements that can provide feedback on
the choice ofβ∗ for physics early on.

In this paper, a first look at plans and measurements of
the initial commissioning phase until the first stable beams
is presented. Rather than outlining the detailed commis-
sioning steps as established in previous operational runs,
focus is given to the new commissioning requirements that
are consider necessary in order to face the challenges of
the operation at higher beam energies and intensities. After
recalling the baseline commissioning strategy and the rele-
vant input from the experience in Run 1, important system
changes affecting the commissioning plans are presented.
First ideas of commissioning requirements are then col-
lected.

Two extreme commissioning approaches might be en-
visaged: (1) achieve the smallestβ∗, computed as ultimate
limit under the assumption that the LHC works as well as
at the end of 2012 or (2) relax the beam parameters to min-
imize the risk of instabilities and machine protection con-
straints, at the expenses ofβ∗, e.g. opening collimation hi-
erarchy and increasingβ∗. Detailed scenarios are worked



out in [2], where a proposal is made for theβ∗ value of
65 cm at 6.5 TeV in the high luminosity points. This is
assumed as baseline.

OVERALL COMMISSIONING STRATEGY

A very simplified view of the 2015 proton run commis-
sioning outline is illustrated in Fig. 1. The detailed LHC
schedule taken as a baseline at the time of this workshop
was presented in [1]. The start of beam commissioning
is foreseen at the beginning of February 2015 and about
two months are allocated to produce the first stable beams.
Following a hardware commissioning and cold checkout
period, the initial phase aims at establishing the first sta-
ble beams with a few colliding bunches at 6.5 TeV. This is
followed by an intensity ramp-up period aiming at setting
up the maximum number of bunches at 25 ns bunch spac-
ing (with the option of switching to a possible fall-back
scenario at 50 ns in case of severe issues with the 25 ns
spacing). Two beam scrubbing periods are planned in this
phase to prepare the machine for the 25 ns operation [4].
The initial ramp-up of intensity, by means of increasing the
number of bunches, will be done at 50 ns, before contin-
uing at 25 ns. Stable beams will be regularly declared in
the ramp-up phase, while gaining experience in handling
larger and larger stored beam energies. The machine will
then enter a period of stable physics runs at high intensity.
Adiabatic improvement of parameters like bunch intensity,
bunch length and emittance will take place with the max-
imum number of bunches, without major changes of ma-
chine configuration.

The possibility to consider a re-adjustment ofβ∗ after
an appropriate time of stable physics is also proposed. A
similar approach was adopted during the 2011 operation,
when theβ∗ was squeezed from 1.5 m to 1 m in Septem-
ber [3]. This proposal is being evaluated, taking into ac-
count the experiments’ requests [5]. The advantage of
this approach is that one could start with relaxed param-
eters until sufficient operational experience is accumulated
on machine and optics stability, available aperture, beam
losses, impedance and beam-beam instabilities etc. The
β∗ would then be squeezed further by precisely targeting
a more performance-oriented parameter set. Such an ap-
proach would have to be prepared early on, e.g., with optics
preparation in the first commissioning phase, to minimize
the impact on the duration of the recommissioning period
(see below).

The detailed discussion of the initial commissioning
steps is not reviewed in this paper. The operational expe-
rience of Run 1 provides a mature baseline that makes us
confident that the standard phases [6](first threading, beam
capture, beam diagnostics commissioning, initial orbit and
optics checks, polarity checks; setup of feedback systems,
collimation, RF, injection, LBDS, BI, etc.; detailed optics
measurement and correction, aperture, ramp and squeeze,
collisions, etc.) can be addressed successfully. Adequate
commissioning time will have to be allocated to cope with

Figure 3: Luminosity versus time as recorded in ATLAS
in the first weeks of the 2012 run. Courtesy of the ATLAS
collaboration.

the system changes and upgrades that occurred in LS1 and
new requirements for the commissioning at a higher beam
energy, as discussed below.

RELEVANT INPUT FROM RUN I
COMMISSIONING EXPERIENCE

The key milestones of the first weeks of operation in
2012 are illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 2. The first sta-
ble beams were achieved only 22 days after the beginning
of beam commissioning. A record intensity ramp-up took
then place, completing the increase in number of bunches
– 1380 at a 50 ns spacing – eleven days after. This is also
illustrated by the graph of peak luminosity recorded in AT-
LAS, see Fig. 3, which reached 80 % of the typical opera-
tional values in 2012 only about one month after the start
of the beam operation.

In the attempt to identify key ingredients for this out-
standing operational achievement, one could point out that,
amongst others:

– The commissioning effort was focused on high-
intensity proton operation. Set up of special runs was
left for later phases.

– A minimum number of hardware changes to the key
accelerator systems had occurred compared to the
2011 run.

– Up to 3 nominal bunches at top energy were within
the safe limit for machine protection. This eased
and made more efficient several commissioning pro-
cedures.

These aspects come in addition to the excellent perfor-
mance of the accelerator systems, which were very effi-
ciently commissioned thanks to the experience accumu-
lated until 2011. This will likely not be the case at the
start-up in 2015 due to the LS1 activities.

The careful choice of 2012 machine parameters was
based on a solid knowledge of the LHC and of the accel-



Figure 2: Dates of the main commissioning milestones that led to the first stable beams in 2012 and to record intensity
ramp-up from a few bunches to the maximum 1380 bunches for thehigh-intensity proton operation.

erator systems. For example, the triplet aperture was pre-
dicted [7] within 0.5 beam sigmas and the beta-beating er-
rors were kept below 10 % [8]. For 2015, the machine has
to be considered as brand new under several aspects due
to the long stop of about 2 years. Other uncertainties also
apply, like the reproducibility of the machine aperture after
having opened the vacuum and the behaviour of magnets at
6.5 TeV and of beam losses and beam instabilities at higher
energies.

The machine protection aspects pointed out in the list
above should not be underestimated. At 4 TeV, 3 nominal
bunches were still below the safe limit. This allowed an
efficient setup of the collisions in all interaction points and
in some cases allowed speeding up the validation (trans-
verse loss maps followed by asynchronous dump tests in
the same fill). At higher energy, operational efficiency
might in some cases be reduced if validations have to be
split over several fills.

SYSTEM CHANGES AND
REQUIREMENTS

The hardware changes that have taken place during LS1
and the corresponding new system requirements were the
subject of two sessions at this workshop that addressed sta-
tus and commissioning plans of various key systems, see
for example [9, 10, 11, 12, 19]. It was pointed out that im-
portant upgrade of the systems will need adequate recom-
missioning time. Some key points are recalled, leaving the
details for the quoted references.

– Injection and dump systems [12]: new hardware will
be used for the TDI and TCDQ protection blocks; new
interlocks on the TDI and TCDQ, based on hardware
implementations into the BETS, will be deployed;
dedicated beam measurements are requested for the
TDI heating; measurements done at the beginning of
Run 1, such as wave form scans and kick response, are
planned to be repeated.

– Collimation [11]: 18 new devices with in-jaw BPMs
have been installed and 8 new IR collimators will
need to be commissioned. The new BPM functional-
ity will need dedicated time from the collimation and
BI teams.

– Beam instrumentation [14, 15]: there will be new
beam size measurements, new BLM layout (note in
particular the addition of LIC’s in the injection regions
[12]).

– The FiDeL model will have to be assessed for the new
pre-cycle. Saturation effects in the magnet yoke will
become relevant for the first time and should be take
into account.

– RF: several hardware and software changes occurred
for the main RF system as well as for the transverse
damper, see [9, 10, 16].

This list is not exhaustive but reflects a selection of top-
ics that were discussed at this workshop. Note that the
LBOC and LMC panels are in the process of reviewing in
detail each accelerator system. A complete list of system
requirements will be re-assessed and put into a coherent
beam commissioning plan.

The experiments presented their views and wishes for
the start-up [5]. One important requirement is to prepare
early on various special physics runs such as the ones for
Van Der Meer scans and for the LHCf data taking. Contrary
to the case of Run 1, these activities now require different
optics with respect to the physics and flat-top optics of the
standard operation cycle. The impact of this requirement
on the commissioning time should not be underestimated
as it will add new constraints and requirements, like addi-
tional optics measurements and machine configuration val-
idations, in a phase when the operational experience will
still be limited.

Other important scenarios under discussion are the lu-
minosity levelling withβ∗ and the squeeze with colliding



beams [17]. Both have important impact on the commis-
sioning strategy. This topic is not addressed in this paper
as at the time of the workshop a decision on these scenarios
was not yet reached.

It is assumed that the operational cycle in 2015 will be as
the one in Run 1: the squeeze is performed at constant en-
ergy with separated beams; collimators in cleaning (IR3/7)
and dump (IR6) insertions are closed to their final settings
during the ramp, then only collimators in the experimen-
tal regions are moved during squeeze and collision setup;
luminosity levelling in IR8 is performed with beam-beam
offsets. Impact on commissioning strategy will have to be
quantified.

2015 BEAM MEASUREMENTS AND
“DECISION POINTS”

In addition to dedicated commissioning time for hard-
ware changes and for fulfilling new requirements, addi-
tional measurements are proposed. These are measure-
ments that were not part so far of the initial beam com-
missioning but are now considered crucial to validate early
on the choice of machine configuration parameters. It is
proposed to define several “decision points” in the commis-
sioning plan when the choice of parameters is re-assessed
before moving to the next step.

⋄ IR aperture at injection : the Run 1 experience has
shown that IR aperture measurements at injection can
already provide solid extrapolations for theβ∗ reach
[18]. The IR aperture at injection was only measured
systematically in the 2009 pilot run. This should be
now part of the commissioning and take place as soon
as the reference orbit at injection is established (cor-
rected orbit and optics with nominal bunch intensi-
ties).

⋄ Dedicated local orbit and optics correction in the
IRs: Dedicated time to establish local corrections of
orbit and optics around the experiments are essential
to provide feedback on the feasibility of various sce-
narios likeβ∗ levelling. Comapred to what was done
in the past, addition care should be taken to ensure that
non-local transients are minimized (e.g., orbit leakage
around the ring while changing IR8β).

⋄ Collimator impedance with single bunch: One im-
portant question that could not be solved during Run 1
is the role of collimation impedance on the instabil-
ity observed in 2012 [19, 20]. Early measurements
with nominal single bunches should be carried out
with high priority to identify potential impedance is-
sues for different collimator settings [2]. It should also
be mentioned that there are proposals for collimator
settings for reduced impedance with acceptable losses
of cleaning [21]. These configurations should also be
addressed. Additional monitoring of the system clean-
ing performance should also be envisaged.

⋄ Stability of orbit and BPM signals: reproducibility
and stability of the machine are crucial inputs for the
tolerance margins used to define the achievableβ∗ and
should thus be monitored regularly. This include ded-
icated orbit measurements with the new DOROS ac-
quisition system.

Additional decision points that can only be addressed
during the intensity ramp-up phase are: multi-bunch
impedance and beam-beam effects (for possible iteration
on crossing angle values), two-beam effects and octupoles,
monitoring of machine stability and UFOs. The topic of
electron cloud effects is discussed in other contributionsto
this workshop [16]. Nevertheless it is clear that the out-
come of scrubbing runs will be also crucial input in the
decision-making process.

In addition, new measurements requirements are

⊲ Chromaticity measurements in different condi-
tions: Regular chromaticity measurements should be
performed to assess the accuracy of the measurement
and the reproducibility of the chromaticity along the
cycle. These measurements should be repeated in case
settings are changed that are expected to affect chro-
maticity (e.g. octupole settings).

⊲ De-tuning versus amplitude and MCO/MCD set-
tings: Dedicated tests with octupole and decapole cor-
rectors are considered mandatory in order to estab-
lish clean conditions for the later setup of Landau oc-
tupoles. Although in principle the set values should
compensate the predicted errors in the main dipoles.
the models of de-tuning with amplitude at 450 GeV
were not fully understood in Run 1. The deployed set-
tings might have played against the Landau octupoles.

⊲ Optics measurements and corrections down to
40 cm: As discussed above, a recommissioning of
the optics after a period of stable physics conditions
can only be deployed efficiently if the optics measure-
ments and correction of the targetβ∗ are prepared ear-
lier on. Commissioning down to 40 cm represents
a small overhead in time if done during the squeeze
setup.

⊲ Aperture verification with squeezed beamsshould
be performed for allβ∗ values reached in the commis-
sioning in order to have all required information.

There is a proposal to use from start-up the pre-squeeze
optics of the Achromatic Telescopic Squeeze (ATS) [22].
This optics changes the phase difference between beam
dump kicker in IR6 and super-conducting triplet in IR5.
In particular, the case of B2 is unfavorable because a phase
difference close to 90 deg between dump and the right IR5
triplet is foreseen. This optics, which is being validated un-
der different aspects [23], will require dedicated loss maps
and validation tests to probe the triplet protection.



CONCLUSIONS

Initial thoughts on the first commissioning plans for the
LHC Run 2 were presented, addressing the requirements
for the first weeks of beam commissioning until the setup
of first stable beams is accomplished. In the presence of
various uncertainties on the expected performance of the
LHC at energies larger than in Run 1, we considered that
important goals of the first beam commissioning will be
to validate the proposed machine configuration and ensure
that the choice of parameters is adequate for the intensity
ramp-up in 2015. While several key validations will only
be possible later on, during the commissioning of the 25 ns
beams, we proposed a number of measurements that can
already provide important feedback in earlier commission-
ing phases, when changes are still possible without major
overheads. Other than these additional “decision points”,
the commissioning will follow the very mature experience
of Run 1. Clearly, changes occurred in LS1 must be taken
into proper account.

Taking all these constraints into account, and the addi-
tional requirements from the experiments that require early
on the preparation of various special runs, we consider that
the two months scheduled to achieve the first stable beams
in 2015 are probably feasible but certainly challenging,
even if the LHC will work equally well as in 2012.

A possible way to achieve an efficient commission-
ing while ensuring a good yearly luminosity performance
might be to foresee since the beginning a recommissioning
period to squeeze furtherβ∗ later on in 2015. Ideally, this
would take place after an adequate period of stable physics
at the maximum intensity, similarly to what was done in
2011. If well prepared, this approach could ease the initial
commissioning phase and allow a finer tuning of machine
parameters close to the ultimate performance at 6.5 TeV.
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